Comparison of the performance of computed radiography and direct radiography in glass soft tissue foreign body visualisation
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Abstract
Purpose: The purpose of the study was to investigate the performance of recent computed radiography (CR) and direct radiography (DR) in glass soft tissue foreign body (FB) visualisation in terms of their overall performance, and effects of sizes and locations of FB, and exposure parameters on the visualisation.

Methods: Eighty anteroposterior (AP) and 80 lateral images of chicken legs with five sizes of FBs inserted into two locations were taken by our CR and DR systems using four exposure parameter combinations. Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), and visual grading analysis (VGA) were employed to assess the FB visibility. The CNR and VGA data were analysed using descriptive and inferential statistics.

Results: The mean CNR value, 3.89 and median VGA score, 1 (definitely invisible) of all CR images were statistically significantly lower than the mean CNR value, 9.47 (p<0.001) and median VGA score, 2 (possible visible [but uncertain]) of all DR images (p<0.05) respectively. Despite this, the FBs were visible on CR (median VGA score: 3 - visible but could be shown better) and DR (median VGA score: 4 - definitely visible) lateral images (without FBs overlapping with bone). The smallest FBs visible on CR and DR lateral images were 2 and 1 mm respectively. The factors of FB depths and kV settings did not have any statistically significant effects on FB visibility (p>0.05).

Conclusion: The performance of recent DR system in glass soft tissue FB visualisation appears more superior to CR. DR should be used to take orthogonal (AP and lateral) images for detecting any small FBs.
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INTRODUCTION
Soft tissue foreign bodies (FBs) can cause continued pain, tissue infection, and nerve and blood vessel injury if they are undetected on initial clinical examinations and retained in the tissues.[1-3] Missed FBs can lead to malpractice lawsuits against physicians.[4,5] A study shows that this accounted for about one third of wound malpractice claims from 1975 to 1993 in Massachusetts, United States.[6] Many studies have investigated the use of different medical imaging modalities such as general radiography, ultrasound, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging to detect soft tissue FBs. [5,7-9] Imaging guidelines such as Government of Western Australia’s diagnostic imaging pathway for suspected FBs have been established to guide physicians through the appropriate FB diagnostic process.[10]

Among different soft tissue FBs such as metal, glass, wood, plastic, acrylics, stone and graphite,[5,6] wood is the most common type of FB found in wounds; glass is the second common one.[1] Wood is a radiolucent material.[10] Ultrasound should be used as the frontline imaging modality for detecting suspected wood FBs.[10] As glass is radiopaque,[5,11] general radiography is considered the initial imaging modality of choice for glass FBs.[10] However, technical parameters such as dynamic range and exposure latitude of image receptors could affect its visibility. Glass FBs might not be detected in general radiography examinations because of reasons such as use of screen-film radiography, and FBs being too small and overlapping with anatomical structures.[5]

Although a number of studies have explored the use of screen-film radiography for detecting glass soft tissue FBs including the effects of their sizes and locations on the visualisation,[12-14] only one study directly comparing the detection performance of the two digital radiography technologies, computed radiography (CR) and direct radiography (DR), could be located in the literature. In this previous study, anteroposterior (AP) and lateral images of chicken legs with 1, 2 or 3 mm sized glass piece inserted were taken using CR and DR (indirect flat panel detector [FPD]) with 12 combinations of tube voltage and milliampere second (mAs) settings, and viewed by radiologic technologists (radiographers) to assess the performance of CR and DR in visualisation. The findings of this study show that CR performed better than DR in glass soft tissue FB detection. The FB sizes and exposure factors did not affect CR performance but had effect on DR.[4]

Apparently, the results of this previous study[10] are not in line with the current knowledge of CR and DR technologies because the indirect FPD system is able to provide the best image quality and low-contrast performance among all digital radiography technologies.[15-17] Low-contrast performance is essential for soft tissue FB visualisation.[18,19] One possible explanation for this discrepancy could be the use of older models of CR and DR systems in the study which were introduced in the market in 2003 and 2001 respectively. Apart from this issue, their FBs were not systematically inserted into soft tissue. The effects of FBs overlapping with bone and depths of FB in the soft tissue on visualisation could not be assessed properly.[4]

The purpose of our study was to investigate the performance of more recent CR
and DR (indirect FPD) (launched in the last 10 years) in glass soft tissue FB visualisation in terms of their overall performance, and effects of sizes and locations of FB (including FBs superimposed on bone and depths of FB in soft tissue), and exposure parameters on the visualisation on CR and DR images.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

• Experimental model
Our study was an experimental study. The institutional review board approval was obtained on 6 February 2017. Chicken legs were used to simulate human thumbs, as employed in previous studies. A needle was used to create a puncture wound (tunnel) within soft tissue of each chicken leg along the sagittal plane in the centre of the tibia with a depth of either 1 cm (superficial) or 1 mm from the skin surface (deep). A 0.5, 1, 2 or 3 mm blade shaped piece of clear unled glass was introduced by tweezers into each puncture wound. Both the needle and tweezers had markers to indicate the two depths (superficial and deep) for placing each glass piece in an appropriate location. Any air in the wound was ignored as this may be present in clinical situations.

• Image acquisition equipment
A Shimadzu RADspeed general radiography unit with total filtration of 3.96 mm Al, Agfa CR 30-X (CR) and Canon CXD1-70C wireless caesium iodide (CsI) FPD (DR) systems were used in our study. The CR system was introduced in the market in 2009; the DR system was launched in 2011. The size of the selected CR cassette was 35 x 43 cm (with the pixel size and matrix, 100 μm and 3480 x 4248) which was the same size as the DR detector (with the pixel size and matrix, 125 μm and 2800 x 3408) for a comparison purpose. Quality assurance of these systems were carried out by our equipment suppliers regularly.

• Image acquisition parameters
AP and lateral projections were performed for each chicken leg and a radiopaque marker was put next to the puncture site to indicate the entry point of FB as per the standard clinical practice. Due to the approach used for the placement of the FBs, each AP image had a glass piece superimposed on the centre of the tibia; all lateral images did not have this.

A pilot study was carried out to determine the appropriate combinations of tube voltage and mAs settings for the formal trial. Lateral projections were taken for the formal trial. Lateral projections were taken for the formal trial. Lateral projections were taken for the formal trial. Lateral projections were taken for the formal trial. Lateral projections were taken for the formal trial. Lateral projections were taken for the formal trial. Due to the approach used for the placement of the FBs, each AP image had a glass piece superimposed on the centre of the tibia; all lateral images did not have this.

In the formal trial, 160 chicken leg images were acquired (2 digital radiography systems [CR and DR] x 5 glass FB sizes [0, 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 mm] x 2 projections [AP and lateral] x 2 depths [superficial and deep] x 4 combinations of tube voltage and mAs settings [40, 45, 50 and 55 kV and a fixed 3.2 mAs] with the same settings of SID, central ray, beam collimation, focal spot size, image processing algorithm and no anti-scatter grid as employed in the pilot study. For the setting of the 0 mm glass FB size, it referred to the situation that no glass was put into the chicken legs for producing 32 control images. The 4 combinations of tube voltage and mAs settings were those used in the pilot study that produced the images with the top 4 CNR values (first to forth highest image quality). Figures 2a-d show some examples of CR and DR images taken in the formal trial.

> Image analysis
Objective and subjective image analysis approaches were used in our study to assess the performance of CR and DR in glass soft tissue FB visualisation. For the objective analysis, a CNR value based on the pixel values of the FB and background areas of each image (except those in the control group) was calculated as per the method described for the pilot study. A higher CNR value represented better FB visualisation performance. Visual grading analysis (VGA) was used as the subjective image analysis approach. Six final

![Figure 1. Locations of the four regions of interest, glass foreign body (short black arrow) and three 3 background areas (long black arrows) on a lateral chicken leg image for contrast-to-noise ratio calculation.](image-url)
Figure 2a. Computed radiography (CR) anteroposterior (AP) image of a chicken leg with a 3 mm sized glass piece inserted to the deep location and acquired using 50 kV and 3.2 milliampere seconds.

Figure 2b. Direct radiography (DR) AP image of a chicken leg with a 3 mm sized glass piece inserted to the deep location and acquired using 50 kV and 3.2 milliampere seconds.

Figure 2c. CR lateral image of a chicken leg with a 3 mm sized glass piece inserted to the deep location and acquired using 50 kV and 3.2 milliampere seconds.

Figure 2d. DR lateral image of a chicken leg with a 3 mm sized glass piece inserted to the deep location and acquired using 50 kV and 3.2 milliampere seconds.
year medical imaging students who had completed training in image interpretation within their undergraduate programme and additional training for the VAG, and did not have any visual impairment were employed in our study as observers. They were required to rate the visibility of the FB on each image using a scale of 1-4 (1=definitely invisible, 2=possibly visible [but uncertain], 3=visible [but could be shown better] and 4=definitely visible) and not informed about the digital radiography systems and exposure factors used for taking the images, and whether they contained any FBs.

One hundred and sixty images taken in the formal trial and an additional of 12 (6 CR and 6 DR) images randomly selected from these 160 images were presented to each observer for grading after informed consent was obtained. The display order of the 172 images was randomised. A computer workstation with OsiriX Lite version 8.5.1 (Pixmeo, Switzerland) and a 55 cm (with 1920 x 1080 pixels) BenQ GW2270-T light emitting diode monitor was used to display the images. The observers were not allowed to adjust the display window setting but could magnify the images if necessary. They individually completed the VAG using the same workstation at the same location under the conditions recommended by the American College of Radiology – American Association of Physicists in Medicine – Society for Imaging Informatics in Medicine Technical Standard for Electronic Practice of Medical Imaging including the ambient lighting level set to 31.7 lx, optimal air flow, temperature and humidity, and minimal noise from computer equipment in the viewing environment.

### Statistical analysis

The CNR values and VGA scores were analysed using descriptive and inferential statistics. For the CNR and VGA data not from the control group, they were divided into cohorts based on the digital radiography systems used, sizes and locations of FB, and exposure parameters employed. For each group, mean and standard deviation (SD) of CNR values, and median and interquartile range (IQR) of VGA scores were calculated. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test was used to assess the normality of CNR values. Mean CNR values between cohorts were compared through parametric tests (either a t-test [for 2 groups] or one-way analysis of variance [ANOVA] [for 3 cohorts or more]) when the values were normally distributed. Otherwise, non-parametric tests, Mann-Whitney (MW) (for 2 groups) and Kruskal-Wallis (KW) (for 3 cohorts or more) tests were used to compare the median CNR values. The MW and KW tests were also used to compare the median VGA scores between groups. Only median and IQR were calculated for the VGA scores of the control images. The intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) was employed to assess the inter-rater and intra-rater reliabilities of the VGA data. The ICC values less than 0.40, between 0.40 and 0.59, between 0.60 and 0.74, and between 0.75 and 1.00 represented poor, fair, good and excellent agreements respectively. The SPSS Statistics version 22 (IBM, United States) was used in statistical analysis. A p-value less than 0.05 obtained from inferential statistics was considered statistically significant.

### RESULTS

#### Table 1. Effect of foreign bodies overlapping with bone on its visualisation on computed radiography and direct radiography images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMAGE</th>
<th>FOREIGN BODY VISIBILITY INDICATOR</th>
<th>PROJECTION*</th>
<th>P-VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ANTERIOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computed Radiography</td>
<td>Mean CNR Value (SD)</td>
<td>2.03 (2.97)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median VGA Score (IQR)*</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Radiography</td>
<td>Mean CNR Value (SD)</td>
<td>5.29 (5.98)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Radiography</td>
<td>Median VGA Score (IQR)*</td>
<td>1.00 (0.38)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CNR=contrast-to-noise ratio; IQR=interquartile range; SD=standard deviation; VGA=visual grading analysis

* Every anteroposterior image had a foreign body superimposed on bone while all lateral images did not have this

† Scale of 1-4 (1=definitely invisible; 2=possibly visible [but uncertain]; 3=visible [but could be shown better]; 4=definitely visible)
(p<0.001). Similarly, both mean CNR values and median VGA scores of the biggest FB on CR and DR lateral images were statistically significantly greater than the values of the smaller FBs (p<0.001). These indicate the FB sizes affected its visualisation. Both CR and DR systems were possible able to visualise a 0.5 mm sized glass FB when it was not superimposed on bone (Table 3). However, no other statistically significant finding is noted in Tables 2 and 3 representing that the depths of FB and exposure parameters did not affect the FB visualisation.

**DISCUSSION**

The findings of our study show the overall performance of recent DR (indirect FPD) technology in glass soft tissue FB visualisation appears better than that of current CR systems. These findings are within our expectation because the indirect FPD system has the best image quality and low-contrast performance when compared with other digital radiography technologies. [15-17] This superior performance is crucial for soft tissue FB visualisation[18,19] and contributed by the higher detector quantum efficiency (DQE) of the indirect FPD system, 0.6-0.7. In contrast, the CR DQE is only about 0.25 (single-sided read)-0.35 (dual-sided read).[15] Although this concept was discussed in the only article about the comparison of the CR and DR performance in the glass soft tissue FB detection published by Sheridan and McNulty in 2016, their findings indicated CR performed better than DR, and they believed these were due to their tube voltage settings (40, 45, 50 and 55 kV) used for image acquisition.[4] The same tube voltage settings were used in our study. However, our CNR values and VGA scores did not show the use of different kV settings caused any statistically significant difference (Tables 2 and 3). Similar findings in relation to the effect of tube voltage settings were noted in the study by Sheridan and McNulty for their CR system but not for their DR.[4]

Apparantly, these discrepancies might not be just simply related to DQE of the digital radiography technologies. Their image processing capabilities might also play a role in these. As per a study about the optimum tube voltage for pelvic DR published in 2015, acceptable image quality could be obtained even with extreme kV settings used because the recent CR and DR systems normally had advanced image processing capabilities such as multi-frequency processing. The effect of tube voltage selection on image quality was less prominent when using current systems.[28] Although the image processing factor was mentioned in the article by Sheridan and McNulty, it was not further discussed in relation to their findings as they determined this matter was beyond the scope of their study.[4] Since both CR and DR systems used in our study had the advanced image processing capabilities including multi-frequency processing,[26,29] it seems the main contributing factor of the superior performance of our DR system should be its excellent DQE.[15,19]
could be visible on CR and DR images though not certain. The smallest FBs that 0.5 mm sized glass FB could possibly be similar findings (Table 3). For example, diography.\[4,12\] of using orthogonal projection for FB ra-
detection rates of 0.5, 1 and 2 mm sized FB visualisation using screen-film radi-
In a previous study about glass soft tissue
findings were noted in the literature as statistically significant (Table 1). Similar
was not investigated in their study. Our study findings show that the FB depths did not have any statistically significant effect on FB visibility (Table 3). However, it is noted that the visibility of superficial FB on CR lateral images (median VGA score: 2) appeared not as good as the deep FB (median VGA score: 3). One possible explanation for this could be the different thicknesses of the peripheral and central regions of the chicken legs leading to different subject contrasts. As per our study settings, the superficial FB was located in the peripheral region while the deep FB was within the central area. Since these two regions had different subject contrasts, this might affect the visualisation of superficial and deep FBs on CR images.\[10\] However, the superior low-contrast performance of our DR system might be able to compensate this and was able to definitively visualise the superficial and deep FBs.\[15-17\]

Table 3. Lateral images: effects of sizes and depths of foreign body (FB) and exposure parameters (kV) on the visualisation using computed radiography and direct radiography

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FB VISIBILITY INDICATOR</th>
<th>COMPUTED RADIOGRAPHY IMAGE</th>
<th>P-VALUE/POST-HOC TEST</th>
<th>DIRECT RADIOGRAPHY IMAGE</th>
<th>P-VALUE/POST-HOC TEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FB SIZE (mm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.48 (0.99)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 / 0.5=3, 1=3, 2=3</td>
<td>6.34 (1.53)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.09 (3.66)</td>
<td>6.83 (1.95)</td>
<td>12.80 (2.66)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.92 (1.75)</td>
<td>1.63 (1.00)</td>
<td>13.81 (3.91)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.54 (1.86)</td>
<td>3.50 (0.38)</td>
<td>21.65 (7.41)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean CNR Value (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superficial</td>
<td>5.47 (3.81)</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>12.11 (5.11)</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>6.04 (2.94)</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.19 (8.30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPOSURE PARAMETER (kV)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>4.70 (2.51)</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>9.80 (4.14)</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>5.15 (3.62)</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.79 (6.53)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>6.36 (3.37)</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.24 (5.69)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>6.81 (3.98)</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.77 (3.40)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superficial</td>
<td>5.09 (3.75)</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>4.00 (0.75)</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>3.00 (0.75)</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.00 (0.75)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median VGA Score (IQR)†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superficial</td>
<td>2.00 (0.75)</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>4.00 (0.75)</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>3.00 (0.75)</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.00 (0.75)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CNR=contrast-to-noise ratio; IQR=interquartile range; SD=standard deviation; VGA=visual grading analysis
* Superficial=1 mm from the skin surface; deep=1 cm from the skin surface
† Scale of 1-4 (1=definitely invisible; 2=possibly visible [but uncertain]; 3=visible [but could be shown better]; 4=definitely visible)

Our study findings (VGA scores) also demonstrate that it was difficult for the observers to detect the FBs with bone superimposed on them (Tables 1 and 2). When they did not overlap with bone, our DR system was definitely able to visualise them, and they were also visible on the CR images although the performance could be improved. The effect of this factor was statistically significant (Table 1). Similar findings were noted in the literature as well.\[4,5,12\] This reinforces the importance of using orthogonal projection for FB radiography.\[4,12\]

In a previous study about glass soft tissue FB visualisation using screen-film radiography, it was reported that the average detection rates of 0.5, 1 and 2 mm sized glass FBs were 61%, 83% and 99% respectively.\[12\] Our VGA scores also reveal similar findings (Table 3). For example, 0.5 mm sized glass FB could possibly be visible on CR and DR lateral images although not certain. The smallest FBs that could be visible on CR and DR images were 2 and 1 mm respectively. In the study by Sheridan and McNulty,\[4\] the smallest FBs which could be visualised by their CR and DR systems were 1 and 3 mm respectively. These highlight 0.5-2 mm was the limited detection size range for digital radiography technologies in line with the performance of screen-film radiography.\[12\] The exact limit would depend on the particular digital radiography technology used.\[4\]

Although Sheridan and McNulty\[4\] suggested that the FB depths might have an effect on glass soft tissue visualisation, this was not investigated in their study. Our study findings show that the FB depths did not have any statistically significant effect on FB visibility (Table 3). However, it is noted that the visibility of superficial FB on CR lateral images (median VGA score: 2) appeared not as good as the deep FB (median VGA score: 3). One possible explanation for this could be the different thicknesses of the peripheral and central regions of the chicken legs leading to different subject contrasts. As per our study settings, the superficial FB was located in the peripheral region while the deep FB was within the central area. Since these two regions had different subject contrasts, this might affect the visualisation of superficial and deep FBs on CR images.\[10\] However, the superior low-contrast performance of our DR system might be able to compensate this and was able to definitively visualise the superficial and deep FBs.\[15-17\]

Our study has several limitations. Firstly, the final year medical imaging students were employed as the observers for the VGA. Nonetheless, this allowed more observers participated in the image analysis when compared with the other studies.\[4,12\] Also, our VGA findings agreed with our CNR values, and good inter-rater and intra-rater reliabilities were achieved. This was considered an acceptable practice for the image analysis.\[25\] Secondly, only a consumer-grade monitor was used for the VGA. However, a recent study reported...
that there was no statistically significant difference in perceived image quality between medical- and consumer-grade monitors, and with and without DICOM grayscale standard display function calibrations.[2][3] Thirdly, our study was an experimental study involving a limited number of simulated settings. For future studies, the evaluation of the performance of digital radiography technologies in glass soft tissue FB visualisation should be based on a notable amount of real clinical cases with involvement of multiple radiologists and digital radiography systems.

CONCLUSION

Our study reveals that the performance of recent DR systems in glass soft tissue FB visualisation seems better than that of current CR systems. However, it appears difficult for the observers to detect the FBs on both CR and DR images with bone superimposed on them. When there is no superimposition issue, the smallest FBs that can be visible on DR and CR images are 1 and 2 mm respectively. The factors of FB depths and tube voltage settings do not have any statistically significant effects on FB visibility. A recent DR system (if available) should always be used to take orthogonal (AP and lateral) images as the frontline imaging examination for detecting any small glass soft tissue FBs.
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